Introduction
A waveguide whose sidewalls are replaced with densely arranged metallic posts has been proposed. This guide enables the easy realization of circuit patterns by the arrangement of metallic posts periodically in a parallel-plate waveguide or a grounded dielectric substrate. This type of waveguide is called the post-wall waveguide (PWW) (Hirokawa & Ando, 1998; Ando et al., 1998) or the substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) (Wu, 2001; Deslandes & Wu , 2005) . This SIW technology is applied to a feed waveguide for a slot array antenna, or a leakage wave antenna. In particular, recently, for the purpose of making use of merits such as low loss, low cost, and high-density integration of microwave and millimeter-wave components and subsystems, a SIW short-slot 90° hybrid coupler, and a six-port receiver consisting of the 90° couplers and/or power dividers have been developed. Since this technology is a relatively new concept, it is desired that more SIW circuit components and subsystems appear to open a new vista Moldovan et al., 2006) . With regard to the analytical method of the SIW structure, the derivation of the propagation constant for the straight section of the guide has been studied on the basis of the Galerkin's method of moment (Hirokawa & Ando, 1998) . Then widths of the SIW structure that is equal to the cutoff frequency of the rectangular waveguide with perfectly metalized sidewalls have been obtained. Also, empirical equations for the equivalent widths have been proposed through experiments and simulations Cassivi et al., 2002) . In , the FDTD method and the multimode calibration method are used to analyze the dispersion characteristics of the complex propagation constants of the SIW structure. However, in the case of designing and analyzing the circuit components for practical use, a full-wave em-simulator (Ansoft HFSS) has been employed (Moldovan et al., 2006) . Since the simulation requires a relatively long computing time, it is desirable to develop a faster solver for the optimization requiring recursive computations. In this study, an analysis of the SIW structure is attempted by applying the analytical technique of the H-plane waveguide discontinuities based on the planar circuit approach Kishihara et al., 2004) . This technique can reduce the computation time considerably, because the two-dimensional structure of the SIW is well used to advantage in the analysis. The present two-dimensional approach is about 10 times faster than the full-wave simulator (HFSS). First, a planar-circuit model of the SIW for analysis is introduced. The analytical procedure consists of 1) the derivation of the mode impedance matrices for regular-shaped planar circuits and 2) short-circuiting of fictitious ports arranged on the peripheries of the metallic posts, in accordance with the treatment of the H-plane waveguide discontinuities containing metallic obstacles. In the SIW structure, a leakage field problem outside the guide occurs due to the gaps of the arrayed metallic posts. This phenomenon should be excluded in the practical design of the passive circuit components, except in cases where it is used positively, such as in leakage wave antennas. In this paper, the leakage field is considered by connecting fictitious TEM transmission lines on the periphery of the planar circuit model and terminating them with their characteristic impedances. Next, the S-parameters of the SIW straight section are calculated as a numerical example. In addition, a situation in which radiation is produced outwards from the guide is prepared intentionally by placing metallic posts at slightly broader intervals, and the validity of the above-mentioned treatment is examined. Then, the propagation constant of the SIW is calculated using the H-plane planar circuit approach along with the TRL calibration technique for a vector network analyzer (Pozar, 1998) . In the analysis, the reduction of the computational time is achieved by utilizing the periodic structure of the SIW. In this work, the present method is applied to the design of two types of SIW corners, a right-angled circular corner and a right-angled corner with a cylindrical region of air (an airpost). The corners are constructed of arrayed metallic posts similarly to an SIW straight-line section. For the corner with one air-post, a portion of the dielectric is replaced with air to obtain a matched state. The validity of the analysis and the design results are confirmed using an em-simulator (HFSS). Moreover, a cruciform SIW quadrature hybrid (Ohta et al., 2007) is designed based on the idea similar to an H-plane crossed-waveguide quadrature 3-dB hybrid (Toda et al., 2006) . The SIW has a planar structure parallel to the plane of magnetic field, and the electromagnetic field in the circuit dose not change in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic plane (H-plane) . This implies that the design concept and analytical method of the SIW circuits follow those of the H-plane planar circuit Kishihara et al., 2004) . In the analysis, reduction of the computational time is successfully achieved by utilizing the periodic structure of the SIW. Finally, optimum design of crossed-SIW quadrature 3-dB hybrids is described. Good hybrid properties are obtained for some design frequencies.
Planar circuit model and analytical procedure
Figure 1 exhibits a portion of the SIW straight-line section. Dielectric material with relative permittivity  r is filled between the top and bottom metallic plates, and metallic posts of radius r are placed at width a f and spacing s. Generally, since the height of the SIW is much less than the wavelength used in its circuit system, the electromagnetic field is constant in the height direction. Therefore, the propagation and non-propagation modes excited in the SIW are TE n0 -like modes, which are very similar to the TE n0 modes of the conventional waveguide, and hence the electric field consists of only a vertical component. In addition, the leakage loss from the gaps between the side-wall posts is very low, because the surface current of TE n0 -like modes flows parallel to the metallic posts of the side-wall. In particular, if the SIW is excited by the TE 10 (or TE n0 ) mode of a rectangular waveguide with the same height and dielectric constant as the substrate, then the electromagnetic field in the circuit never changes in the vertical direction because the structure possesses no variation along the same direction. In other words, we can describe the circuit performance using only TE n0 -like modes. From this fact, in this study, we apply the H-plane planar circuit approach to analyze the SIW circuit system. Figure 2 illustrates the planar circuit model of the SIW straight section corresponding to that in Fig.1 stand for the voltage and current vectors of the ith port (i=P 1 , P 2 , or Q). Deriving the mode impedance matrices between the input/output ports (P 1 , P 2 ) and the fictitious ports (Q) by the planar circuit approach, and short-circuiting only the fictitious ports arranged on the peripheries of the metallic posts, one can obtain the 2-port mode impedance matrix containing the characteristics of the arrayed posts. Therefore, the scattering parameters can be calculated. On the basis of the planar circuit approach or the impedance Green's function approach, the voltage at any point on the planar circuit can be written as
where J(x 0 ,y 0 ) denotes the source current normally injected into the circuit, and a Green's function G() must satisfy the boundary conditions of the planar element. D denotes the twodimensional region of the planar circuit. By expanding the fields in the input and output ports in terms of eigenmodes of the rectangular waveguide, the mode impedance matrix can be given as
where W i and W j indicate the widths of the ith and jth coupling waveguide ports, respectively, and f i,p represents the eigenfunction of the waveguide with shorted or open boundaries and is given as
where the origin of argument s i is assigned to one side of the coupling waveguide port. s i varies from 0 to W i , and the integration in Eq.(2) is over the width of the port. Therefore, the xy-coordinate values must be transformed to the local coordinate value s i or s j of the coupling port. In Eq. (3), the sine function corresponds to the usual TE p0 modes of the rectangular waveguide with shorted boundaries. The cosine function is applied to the ports with open boundaries.  p is 1 for p=0 and 2 for p  1. The cosine function is applied to the fictitious ports in this work, though only the fundamental TEM mode (p=0) is considered because of the sufficiently narrow port-width. The suffixes i and p denote the port and mode numbers, respectively. W i is the width of the ith port. Green's function can be expanded in terms of eigenfunctions of the corresponding rectangular planar circuit.
Equation (5) is applicable for the segments with open boundaries.  m is 1 for m=0 and 2 for m  1. Now, we define the mode impedance matrix of the rectangular segment between two ports, P 1 and P 2 , and fictitious ports Q as
where abbreviations V P ={V P1 t , V P2 t } t and I P ={I P1 t , I P2 t } t are used. If the fictitious ports are assumed only for the metallic posts, ports Q are short-circuited by enforcing the boundary condition V Q =0 on the peripheries of the metallic posts. Substituting it into Eq.(6) gives the 2-port mode impedance matrix involving the discontinuity effects of the posts.
Finally, by terminating the higher order modes in ports P 1 and P 2 with their characteristic impedances, the 2-port impedance matrix for the TE 10 mode can be obtained. Furthermore, when the leakage field outside the posts must be considered, fictitious TEM lines are connected to the periphery of the planar circuit and terminated with impedances. The fictitious TEM lines are sufficiently narrow ports with open-boundary sidewalls. In this paper, we assume a dielectric substrate that extends infinitely outside the rectangular region. Then, the leakage field from the SIW structure is considered to be a TEM mode propagating in the parallel-plate waveguide. On the basis of circuit theory, no reflection occurs at the junction between a TEM line of 1 and N TEM lines of N. This means that the outgoing waves branch into the narrow TEM lines without reflection, if sufficiently narrow TEM lines are arranged on the periphery without gaps. Therefore, the fictitious TEM lines ought to be terminated with their characteristic impedances to suppress the reflections of the outgoing waves. Even if the transversely changing fields arrive at the periphery, their field distributions can be approximated by the sufficiently narrow TEM ports, because the field is considered constant in the narrow width. In the present treatment, only the leakage waves normal to the boundaries are absorbed, such as Mur's first-order absorbing boundary condition in the FDTD method. The leakage waves can be decomposed into the field components propagating along the x-and y-directions. At the boundaries y=0 and W s , the leakage waves propagating along the y-direction are absorbed. The remaining components propagating along the x-direction are absorbed at the boundaries x=0 and L. In the numerical calculation, the areas that do not affect the field distribution of the main propagation mode extending slightly outside the posts and that attenuate evanescent waves should be considered. Namely, a length of about g/4 or more should be considered outside the posts. Then it is expected that only the TEM wave reaches the periphery. Consequently, by deriving the mode impedance matrices among the input/output ports, the fictitious ports on the metallic posts, and the fictitious TEM lines on the periphery of the circuit, and short-circuiting and terminating the fictitious ports and TEM lines respectively, we can obtain the impedance matrix of the SIW structure containing the leakage field effects.
Numerical results

Straight section
The S-parameters of the SIW structure shown in Fig.1 (Hirokawa, 1998) . The SIW structure and the field distribution simulated using the HFSS at 40 GHz are depicted in Fig.3(a) , and the frequency characteristics of the S-parameters are shown in Fig.3(b) . In the calculation, the width of the fictitious TEM lines at the circumference of the rectangular planar circuit was chosen to be 0.1 mm, and 10 fictitious TEM lines on the peripheries of each metallic post were considered. The fictitious ports were www.intechopen.com
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arranged without gaps. For the doubly infinite series of n m  , 100  100 modes were considered. In each exciting waveguide, 8 modes (TE p0 ; p=1,2, ..., 8) were considered. The results simulated using the HFSS are also plotted for comparison. In the present analysis, the regions of 4.0 mm in length (  0.65  g at 40 GHz) are considered outside the arrayed posts. The periphery of the planar circuit is terminated with the characteristic impedances of the fictitious TEM lines. The computation time at one frequency point is 11 seconds for s=2.00 mm and a f =4.77 mm, while the HFSS requires 147 seconds (frequency=37 GHz, adaptive pass=8, Delta S<0.001) on a Pentium4 3.2 GHz PC. The present method requires about 1/13 of the computation time compared with the HFSS. The two results are in good agreement and the validity of the analysis is confirmed. Next, the validity of the treatment of the leakage field is examined by widening the spacing s to 4.0 mm. Fig.4(a) shows the field distribution calculated using the HFSS (at 40 GHz). The TE 10 mode is incident from the left side of the guide. It is clear that the field is leaking. When the periphery is assigned to electric walls, a resonant mode appears, as shown in Fig.4(b) . The S-parameters obtained by the present method and the HFSS for these boundary conditions are shown in Fig.4(c) . The solid and the broken lines represent the terminated and the short-circuited results for the present method, respectively. The markers are those for the HFSS. 
Propagation constant of SIW line
The propagation constant of the SIW line can be derived using the above technique. The straight-line has a periodical structure, except for the exciting parts at the two ends, as shown in Fig.5 (a) , where a slightly modified planar circuit model is employed. The semicircular posts are eliminated and the one-period section in Fig.5 (b) is considered. In order to reduce the scale of the analysis, we first compute the mode impedance matrices of the exciting structure with the rectangular waveguide and one-period section, then use the segmentation method (Chadha & Gupta, 1981) one after the other, and finally derive the mode impedance matrix between the two exciting waveguides. Moreover, by terminating the higher-order TE p0 modes of the two rectangular waveguides with their characteristic impedances, we can obtain the two-port impedance matrix, and hence the scattering matrix for the TE 10 mode. However, in the strict sense, the resultant matrix is not that of the SIW, because it contains some vagueness of the excitation region. For that reason, the TRL calibration technique (Pozar, 1998) used in the measurement with a vector network analyzer is applied, though the "Reflect connection" is unnecessary in this case. Now, if it is assumed that the two-port scattering matrices for the "Thru" and "Line" connections shown in Figs.6 (a) 
respectively, then the propagation term of the SIW straight-line with length l can be derived as follows:
Thus, we can derive the propagation constant  of the SIW, excluding the error of the exciting parts, under the condition that the SIW sustains only its dominant mode (TE 10 -like mode). (Hirokawa & Ando, 1998) . It is noted that when s increases, a f of the present method decreases rapidly. In order to verify the calculation results, the field distribution simulated using the HFSS is used. a f can be estimated by measuring the guide wavelength. The markers in Fig.7 are those of the HFSS. The results of the present method agree well with those obtained with the HFSS. In Fig.7 , the attenuation coefficient is also indicated. It is found that as the post spacing s becomes larger, the attenuation increases sharper than that in Ref. (Hirokawa & Ando, 1998) . In order to verify that the characteristics of the exciting ports are properly eliminated, the influence of gap t 0 in the error boxes is examined. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) display the dispersion characteristics for a f =4.77 mm and s=1.40 mm with gap t 0 varied from r+0.01 mm to r+1.50 mm. All the phase constants in Fig.9 (a) are consistent with each other. The attenuation constants in Fig.9 (b) are in good agreement for t 0  r+1.00 mm. It is noted that the TRL calibration technique works well, though gap t 0 should be small to obtain accurate results. Particularly in the case of t 0 = r + 1.50 mm, the attenuation constant varies widely, because the attenuation at the gap is larger than that of the SIW line. When gap t 0 becomes large, excitation of the SIW results in failure. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) also show the computed frequency dependences of the phase and attenuation constants of the SIW TE 10 -like mode. In this calculation, the dimensions of the guide are selected to be  r = 2.33, d = 0.508 mm, r = 0.40 mm, s = 2.00 mm, a f = 7.20 mm, W s = a f + 2r + 4.00 mm, t 0 = r + 0.01 mm, and W p = 6.86 mm after Ref. . The cutoff frequency is estimated to be 14.3 GHz from Fig.10(a) . At lower frequencies, the attenuation constant increases exponentially owing to radiation loss. The results of the present method are compared with those in Ref. In the calculation, the width of the fictitious TEM lines at the circumference of the rectangular planar circuit was chosen to be 0.1 mm (R-port), and 10 fictitious TEM lines on the peripheries of each metallic post were considered. Moreover, we employed 16 modes (TE q0 ; q=0, 1, 2, ..., 15 , TE 00 mode: TEM mode) of the waveguide with magnetic sidewalls of width W s , which were shown by ports D 1 and D 2 in Fig.5(b) , as fictitious connecting ports for uniting each periodic segment. In each exciting waveguide, 8 modes (TE p0 ; p=1, 2, ..., 8) were considered.
Design of SIW components
SIW corners
The present method is applied to the design of SIW corners to demonstrate the usefulness and flexibility of the method. Figure 11 (a) shows a right-angled circular corner constructed from the post-wall waveguide, where the metallic posts are arranged in a circular form at intervals of . Because there is no restriction in arranging the posts, any circuit configuration can be analyzed directly by the planar circuit approach. The dimensions of the guide are chosen to be  r = 2.17, d = 1.52 mm, and r = 0.30 mm. Spacing s = 1.00 mm, width a f = 4.90 mm, and angle  = 11.25° (a f  = 0.96 mm) are used to ensure low loss. Figure 11( b) indicates the frequency characteristics of the S-parameters. It is found that small insertion losses of less than 0.01 dB as well as the relatively low reflection characteristic of less than25dB are achieved at the operation band. The calculated results agree well with the results obtained with the HFSS. Figure 12(a) shows the structure of a right-angled corner with one air post. The corner consists of the metallic posts arranged in a right-angle form. A portion of the dielectric material is replaced with an air region of radius R. If the dimensions and the position of the air region are optimized, a low reflection is expected. The analysis is performed by shortcircuiting fictitious ports for the arrayed posts, and by the desegmentation-segmentation process Kishihara et al., 2004) for the air post region. Namely, the analytical procedure consists of the following three steps: 1) the derivation of the mode impedance matrix of the dielectric post (the same region as the air post), 2) the extraction of the dielectric post by desegmentation, and 3) the substitution of the air post by segmentation. Figure 14 shows the frequency characteristics of the S-parameters obtained by optimizing the radius R and the position c l of the air post. Low reflections of less than -30 dB are achieved around c l =4.12 mm and R=1.16 mm, though the bandwidth is relatively narrow. It is found that this right-angled circular corner exhibits low-reflection characteristics compared with the return losses of about -10dB to 0dB of a right-angled corner without the air post. Figure 12 (b) also shows the results obtained with the HFSS. The two results are in good agreement. The validity of the design results is confirmed.
SIW cruciform quadrature hybrids
In this section, we design crossed-SIW quadrature hybrids shown in Fig.13 . The design frequencies are chosen in quasi-millimeter-wave regions. The dimensions of the SIW are chosen as  r = 2.17, d=0.508 mm, r = 0.40 mm, s = 1.80 mm, and a f = 6.72 mm, because of the good propagation properties. The frequency dependences of propagation constant of the SIW TE 10 -like mode are displayed in Fig.14 . The attenuation constants are less than 0.03 Np/m in the operation band of the SIW, and reasonable low loss properties are obtained. In addition, phase constants (dispersion properties) well agree with those of the TE 10 mode for the conventional rectangular waveguide whose width (a e =6.32 mm) is calculated from the same cutoff frequency as the SIW. In the design, we considered the square planar circuit of W W with open boundary, which can divide into four one-port with regard to the two symmetry planes (Toda et al., 2006) . The even-odd mode analysis is applied for the analysis of the SIW cruciform hybrid. Namely, the reflection coefficients of the four one-port are derived based on the planar circuit approach, and then the scattering parameters of the entire hybrid circuit are computed. The optimization of the circuit dimensions such as the radii and positions of the metallic posts in the cross junction and at the input/output ports were performed using Powell's method (Powell, 1964) as a mathematical technique. Figure 15 exhibits the scattering parameters of the hybrid designed at the center frequency of 24 GHz. The dots in the figure represent the simulation results using HFSS. Both the results exhibit good agreement with each other. It is shown that the H-plane planar circuit approach is a useful design tool for the SIW circuit components. The return loss and isolation are better than 20 dB in the bandwidth from 23.4 to 24.9 GHz, and the imbalance of the power split stays within  0.2dB over the same bandwidth. Furthermore, we attempted to design at various center frequencies. Figure 16 (a) and (b) demonstrate the design results at 21 and 27 GHz, respectively. Although the bandwidth of the hybrid for the center frequency of 21 GHz is narrow, the hybrid designed at 27 GHz shows a relatively wide bandwidth of 26 to 32 GHz. The latter result suggests a possibility of realizing wider bandwidth by the use of widened cross-junction similarly to a crossed H-plane waveguide hybrid (Toda et al., 2006) .
Conclusion
A method of analyzing the SIW structure was demonstrated, in which the analytical technique of the H-plane waveguide discontinuities was applied on the basis of the planar circuit approach. The leakage field was considered by connecting fictitious TEM lines and terminating them with their characteristic impedances. The propagation constants of the SIW were calculated with the use of the TRL calibration technique. Moreover, the present method was applied to the design of the SIW corners. The validity of the numerical results was verified through comparison with the results in the references and those obtained with the HFSS. In addition, a novel cruciform SIW hybrid has been proposed, and some hybrids with good hybrid properties have been designed using the H-plane planar circuit approach. The design results exhibit good agreement with the simulation results (HFSS), and the validity of the design concept is confirmed. It has been shown that the H-plane planar circuit approach is one of effective analysis techniques for the SIW circuit components, because the metallic posts can be arranged in arbitrary positions.
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